Spring 2007 Student-Athlete Grades

The following student-athletes completed more than 12 units with over a 3.0 gpa:

**Softball**
Kara Bessighini-3.46  
Reyzana Biddle-3.33  
Katherine Carvalho-3.00  
Penelope Crouse-Feehan-3.00  
BreeAnn Davis-3.67  
Cassie Fichtner-3.25  
Tracy Gilson-4.00, 3.75 BVC gpa + Presidents Award Winner  
Elizabeth Murphy-3.80

**Baseball**
James Andrew-3.67  
Dustin Crenshaw-3.00  
Drew Fisher-3.38  
Ryan Lipkin-3.37  
Todd Morris-3.40  
Erik Nyquist-3.00  
Jason Quintos-3.75, 3.45 BVC gpa + Presidents Award Winner  
Christopher Sumuelsz-3.00

**Football**
Jessie Corpus-3.36  
Dustin Crenshaw-3.00  
Kenneth Franklin-3.33  
Luis Fraser-3.00  
Bobby Guillory-3.00  
Stephen Harris-3.60  
Adolfo Medina-3.23  
Michael Neville-3.22  
Adam Pereira-3.52  
Jarred Pereira-3.30  
William Shipley-4.00  
Travis Silva-3.60  
Guadalupe Smith-3.00  
Patrick Smith-3.69

**Volleyball**
Lovella Asuncion-3.56  
Nicolin Radonich-4.00  
Ashley Tubb-3.09  
Kaitlyn Van Der Wende-3.29
Soccer
Paige Cruz-3.30
Lianna Falkenstein-3.25
Sintia Gomez-3.68
Katherine Kempkey-3.30
Kathleen Knopp-3.09
Kayla Suffia-3.50

Water Polo
Philip Cibotti-3.09
Thomas Friedman-3.33
Jacob Sproule-3.00
Jordan Vercoe-3.12

Women’s Basketball
Natalie Cooley-4.00-President’s Award Winner
Simone Soria-3.18 BVC gpa

Men’s Basketball
Brandon Boicelli-3.08, 3.35 BVC gpa
Isaiah Robinson-3.08
Jared Waters-3.46-President’s Award Winner

Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving*
Sarah Armour-3.05
Caleb Bair-4.00-President’s Award Winner
Natalie Damante-3.61
Thomas Friedman-3.33
Nallely Pina-3.35
Autumn Trotta-3.78
Jordan Vercoe-3.12

Total 56 over 3.00 gpa=28% of participants.

*Some students participate in water polo and swimming during the same year.

BVC award winners have a cumulative gpa of over 3.0 from their first semester of competition.

President’s Award winners have competed in a spring sport with the highest team gpa and have completed more than 12 units.